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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Dear companions:

While the inexhaustible Source of My Mercies and wonders is poured upon the entire world at three
in the afternoon My Shepherd and Redeemer Heart perceives the love of the souls for My Universal
Consciousness.

Today dears, set your eyes upon this Source and see through It the mirror of your earthly lives, lives
that out of love and compassion I come to transform. All of the instruments that I make use of day
by day must be united amongst themselves so that My Work may be accomplished.

I want that you may be able to understand the importance of the inner unity that must be awakened
among all of My Flocks because if it were like this I would be able to name you as the new disciples
of My Merciful Heart.

Each soul that I make use of day by day has a favorite task with Me: the task of taking My Example
and My Word to each place where it may go to.

For this, so that the Plan may be accomplished in all of the spaces of life, amongst the disciples and
the task, neither competence nor incomprehension should prevail, because it would be as if a gap is
opened between Earth and Heaven.

It is necessary to love the task that the Plan provides to you because the spirit's own strength will aid
you when you must take the definite steps towards Me.

Dears, for this today I call you to enter My Ocean so that your deep wounds may be able to be
washed by the Water that springs from My Side. In this way you will help Me to quench the great
thirst that I feel for all of the souls that are empty, without love, and for the souls that still do not
live in the truth of the heart.

Whenever you manage to love the task of the brother and sister and to respect it as a part of the Will
of God, you may thus be able to unite yourself without preferences to it, I will be able to say that
you will be fully merciful with all of the creatures.

May Good, Peace and Mercy remain in your hearts.

Under the Light of the Father, be merciful.

Thank you for reverencing My words with the heart!

Christ Jesus, the Savior. 


